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Keep It Visual
What is visual language?
People can use words to describe what they are thinking (“verbalise”
what they are thinking) or they can use visual elements to “visualise”
what they are thinking. These visual elements are referred to as ‘visual
language’.
Deaf people use their vision for communication therefore have a
preference for visual language.
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Did you know?
Approximately 65%
of the population
are visual learners.
The brain processes
visual information
60,000 times faster
than text.
90% of information
that comes to the
brain is visual.
www.visualteachingalliance.com
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Visual teaching and learning
Using visuals elements in teaching results in a greater degree of learning, therefore coaches, PE
Teachers, instructors and leaders should possess skills that include the language of imagery as well as
techniques of teaching visually.

Examples of visual language tools and
strategies
Demonstrate
Demonstrating an action is the best way for a Deaf or hard of hearing
person to understand what is required of them. E.g. demonstrating
the correct body posture for springboard diving • manipulating the
athlete’s arm to show correct position for swimming
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Whiteboard or whiteboard smart phone
application
Whiteboards allow the instructor to draw games plans; write
training schedules; use colour pens to highlight particular
points; show direction and tactics; write basic instructions.
Whiteboards are an essential tool when working with Deaf
or hard of hearing athletes

Diagrams
Diagrams are an effective visual way of communicating a
message without using too many words. If a Deaf or hard of
hearing person is having difficulty understanding a complex
verbal message, try to think about how the message can be
represented in a diagram. Diagrams can be ‘formal’ or ‘hand
drawn’.

Flowcharts
Flowcharts can be a useful visual way of summarizing a complex procedure. For example, they can
visually display the beginning and end of a sequence eg. drills in a training program; or they be used to
show a ‘whole’ process and its ‘parts’ eg physical fitness and all its components.

Photos/film
‘A picture paints a thousand words’. By using photographs and film the athlete can see a visual example
of their own skill or the skill of others. Using a small handheld video camera or compact digital camera
It is a useful way of showing, not only what is correct but also what is incorrect.

Real life objects
It is more effective to show a object or an example of a concept than to use excessive
words to try to describe it e.g. pedometer; defibrillator; special types of sports
equipment

Use colour
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Just as colour is used in sport to identify teams and positions (goal keeper’s black jersey; cycling yellow
jersey) it can also be used to convey messages e.g, “a red flag can mean to sprint, a white flag means
stop and do sit-ups;”
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